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FROM THE EDITOR
AYINLA DANIEL

WELCOME TO 2021 - THE YEAR
AFTER THE PANDEMIC

The year of the Nurse & Midwife was supposed to be one of

our most iconic & colourful year as a profession (It still stands

so, nothing changes that truth). The world had finally set aside

a whole year to celebrate us. We were excited. Ready to put in

our best that year. Oblivious of what was lurking around the

corner, waiting for us. 

Before the year 2019 ended, a little trouble was brewing in one

of China's small towns. A pandemic was being nurtured, right

under our watch, and we handled it with kid gloves, and before

we knew what was happening, it became a worldwide disaster

- growing out of control, killing thousands, crumbling

economies, & spreading panic, as it has never been seen on

earth in a very long time. (continued in page two).
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“When a person decides to
become a nurse, they make
the most important decision
of their lives. They choose to
dedicate themselves to the
care of others.” - Margaret
Harvey.

In the wake of the pandemic, while we count losses,

and nurture our wounds, we as a race, were able to

still make progress in historical leaps & bounds.

The gospel of Digital Health gained a wider

audience & followership, as people, governments &

organizations, began to realize the important need

for us to have a healthcare system that had remote

care woven into its fabrics.

A vaccine was developed within months - a historic

feat, one that should be in the Guinness books,

because it's a record that inspires us, in this time

and as a people. We were united, channeling our

energies, expertise & geniuses towards one just

cause (not denying that were political crisis seeking

for our attention, economical storms, and other

everyday problems that disturb normal people).

Nurses, and other healthcare professionals, were

suddenly placed in the spotlight. The world now

started seeing how important we were. We could

not sit at home because of the pandemic scare, we

had to go to work to take care of those suffering,

putting our lives and those of our loved ones at risk.

THE YEAR THAT CHANGED THE
WORLD

A lot of healthcare professionals were lost in the

year of the pandemic - Nurses, Physicians, etc.

Many of us lost loved ones, people who we never

thought we were going to see for the last time that

year. Bogus conspiracies penetrated the media, as

many tried to create descriptions as to the origin of

the virus. Great world powers were at each other's

throats, accusing & threatening.

Did the pandemic change planet earth?

WHAT DID THE YEAR DO TO
YOU?

Though many of us died, we dare not surrender.
We keep fighting, against all odds, we keep
pushing. And now, we are emerging victorious. 

As the pandemic gradually leaves us, leaving a
trail of destruction & death behind, we all are
tasked with the responsibilities of re-building...(to
be continued in the next issue...)
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WELCOME

Welcome to a new year full of possibilities,
opportunities, magic & adventure. Sincerely, I am so
glad that you are reading this right now because it
shows us how much you love INSPIRATION.

The year started on a rather rough note for me, but I
thank God. A little storm intentionally scheduled its
unwarranted visit to my abode, toppling, and
disorganizing the first beautiful days of the year. Well, in
all things, I have learned to always give thanks to The
Almighty God.

This month's edition of INSPIRE is a special one, in that
it ushers in the year 2021. A year that we all have
anticipated, planned for, and dreamt of. It is finally here.
Aren't you excited already?

Omolere. T is a phenomenon. While I was preparing
for this interview, I took some time out to interact with
him (Like is my culture, a ritual, with all my interviews),
at least to know him beyond social media, and I
enjoyed his person, his reception. He accommodated
me, with a form of rare understanding. And in this
interview, you will get the opportunity to also meet him
and enjoy his exciting person.

As  a writer, one who lives on the energy of learning,
we face rejections all the time. I approach many
registered nurses, to seek for their time, but many reject
me, for what ever reasons that they give, and these
rejections are exciting, I must tell you, because I snatch
pure energy and undiluted inspiration from them.

I can't wait to let you meet our guest for this month.

Come on, let's dive all in...

Ayinla Daniel
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A BRIEF ABOUT

Tobi Omolere is a registered public health nurse with a
passion for occupational psychology and the health of
people living with disabilities. He holds a Bachelor’s
degree in Nursing Science from the prestigious
Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife.

He is the founder and coordinator of "Nursing
Conception Initiative (NCI)," an organization with a sole
vision and duty of promoting the public profile of our
benevolent nursing profession. Asides from being the
coordinator, he serves at NCI as a content creator (you
can know more about NCI by visiting the website or our
handles on Instagram/Twitter @nursing_ci).

He is an author with three books to his credit (Chronicle
of Realities, Rhapsody of Humour and Dear Med-
Intern).

He is the CEO of OAUEVENTS, an event planning and
promotion firm which he recently acquired from the
founder and former CEO (David Adesina). He is a
political enthusiast and a former leader at NUNSA
National where he chaired the planning committee for
Enugu 2017 National Convention. He also served the
defunct Joint amalgamation/unification committee of
NUNSA and NANSNM as her secretary.

He has held several other offices in the past with
laudable innovations and achievements but he
considers “being a nurse” the greatest of all
achievements.

Catch him on Twitter or Instagram.  You can also grab
copies of his books here.

CAN WE MEET YOU?

I am Tobi Omolere, a registered nurse, a

content creator, a writer. I'm the last child of

three and the second nurse in my nuclear

family.
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TELL US A BIT ABOUT HOW YOU FOUND
YOURSELF IN THE WORLD OF NURSING

My journey into nursing is a little long story. I'd

like to summarize it. The original documentation

of it can be found in my book "Chronicle of

Realities" I dedicated extra pages to it.

I wanted to be a civil engineer, I was in the

engineering class in secondary school and had

even written UTME with Civil engineering as my

first and second choices. Nursing came into the

picture a few weeks before I was given admission

at OAU. Any detail longer than this will be longer

than the entire interview.

http://www.oastores.com.ng/books
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YOU HAVE WRITTEN SOME BOOKS, TELL US
ABOUT THE PROCESS AND THE LESSONS
YOU HAVE LEARNED.

I'm a storyteller as much as most of my write-ups

are not novels. I like to pour myself out entirely

when I write and I think that's what helps me to

write more.

The difficult part of writing is not just starting. It is

the continuation, the consistency. Anytime I write

a book, I get completely drained and I don't put pen

on paper to put down personal contents for a short

period.

For the books I've written, I knew the beginning

and the end of it before I put pen on paper. For

example, when I was writing "Chronicle of

Realities" (which was a documentation of my

political experience during student activism).

I divided the content in my mind into chapters

even before writing and wrote each chapter as if I

had to write each independently while I connected

each chapter with the other. I never knew it would

be that difficult but I was determined to pull it off.

I gave myself deadlines, I also worked with people

who helped me and encouraged me. My

publications taught me many lessons but the most

important is to be open-minded. I never knew I

could do many things I've done until I did them and

even after doing them when I look back, it is still

unbelievable.

YOUR AWARD (THE NURSING EXCELLENCE
AWARD; CATEGORY NURSING INNOVATOR
OF THE YEAR), HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT
IT?

I feel flattered. I feel very flattered. The word

innovation carries weight and Fellow Nurses Africa

is one of the biggest nursing organizations in the

country regardless of individual familiarization

with her. The nominees are big people. People I

look up to. My role model, my mentor, etc. If I tell

you I'm not flattered, I'd be lying.

WHAT ARE YOUR HOBBIES?

Taking long walks, listening to music, hanging out with

friends, Random conversations with my father, and

playing video games. I enjoy traveling a lot. I've visited

30 Nigerian states.
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DO YOU HAVE A MENTOR IN THE NURSING
PROFESSION? WHO IS THE PERSON AND
HOW DID YOU GET TO CHOOSE THE
PERSON?

My mentor is the only nurse that was nominated as

the private nurse of the year. Akintunde Nifemi

Adeyemo. I chose him when I was in my 100 level

while studying for my nursing degree.

My nursing journey won't be complete without him

and he's always guiding me. He's been so busy

lately but I'd have to do what mentees do - be

patient.

I chose him then because, in almost every way, he

was who I wanted to be. He has really done a lot

for me since then.

I also cannot talk about mentorship without

mentioning my immediate elder sister, Ife

Omolere. She's a nurse and my senior colleague.

She guides me every second and ensures that I

don't make mistakes that she's made or that aware

of. She's the closest person to me on earth.

Most times, we can't see far unless we stand on the

shoulders of giants

WHAT SHOULD THE NURSING COMMUNITY NATIONALLY
AND INTERNATIONALLY EXPECT FROM YOU IN THE
COMING YEARS?

I'm just trying to be a consistent person. Especially with my

organization - Nursing Conception Initiative (NCI). The nursing

community should expect excellence of course. That's what

consistency breeds.

IF YOU DID NOT STUDY NURSING, WHAT
OTHER CAREER PATHS WOULD YOU HAVE
TAKEN?

If I didn't study nursing, I'd probably be a civil engineer

or possibly a political analyst, brand strategist.

WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT THE CORONA
VIRUS VACCINE? WILL YOU TAKE IT IF IT WERE
MADE AVAILABLE TO YOU?

The same thoughts I have towards other vaccines that

we administer in the hospital is the thought I have

towards the covid-19 vaccine. I hate to subject my

busy brain to the stress of conspiracy theories and

other associated assumptions.
ARE YOU ENJOYING THE NURSING
PROFESSION?

Yes I'm enjoying nursing. WHERE DO YOU SEE YOURSELF IN THE NEXT FIVE
YEARS?

I see myself thriving well in a niche I've successfully

carved out for myself. Helping younger generations

discover themselves and helping the general public

towards living a healthy life.
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WHAT BOOKS ARE YOU READING THIS YEAR?

I've not made a list. I still have carryovers from my last

years reading list. I know that I will have to study

autobiographies, financial books, and any book

written by a Nigerian nurse this year.

TELL US A BIT ABOUT A TYPICAL DAY IN YOUR LIFE.

My days are never typical. I personally hate routines. That's why I'm

always sceptical about taking regular clinical jobs. My daily schedule

depends on tasks ahead of me, clients I have to attend to and

businesses I have to execute

OTHER NURSES OUT THERE WANT TO BE
INSPIRED, TELL THEM SOMETHING TO INSPIRE
THEM.

Dear Nurse. Please do this little exercise. Close your

eyes, imagine the possibility of a world without

nurses. Please make sure you do it. Close your eyes.

What is left of a world without nurses? That's how

important you are as a nurse you just have to

understand that first. Thank you.

IN CONCLUSION

I have a thousand more questions to ask our guest. I always have questions to ask. 

If you are not satisfied - if you want to know more about this budding icon, why not follow his social media

pages, and try to find out more about him.

Connect with him, collaborate if you have an idea that you feel will be brought to life with his input - his

experience, passion, and exposure.

LEADERSHIP IS

INFLUENCE. 
John C. Maxwell



Adewumi Oluwatobi (RN, DHA) 
On Sunday, March 29, 2020, I, like any other
healthcare professional - a registered nurse to be
precise, I woke up to the noisy sounds of combustion
engines from cars and motorcycles and the filtered ray
of the sun as it passed through my window blinds. I
checked my phone for the time - it was about 9:30 AM.
Just another day at Lekki, Lagos, a metropolitan in
Africa's most populous country - Nigeria. Well, not any
typical day...

I had to resume a 14 - hour shift later that evening. As
part of my daily routine, I got up and grabbed
something to eat (after freshening up of course) before
reaching out for my smartphone to check the trending
news for the day. As I mindlessly combed through the
headlines, there was one that caught my attention: a
notification that the president would be addressing the
nation later in the evening concerning the covid-19
pandemic.

Only a couple of days prior, some of us were joking
about the "clairvoyance" one of my colleagues provided
when he said that COVID-19 might shut down the
entire world in the next few weeks.

It's not that I thought his prediction was preposterous.
The lockdown of some other countries earlier in the
same week gave an ominous foreshadowing of events
to come. Coupled with the above, the World Health
Organization had officially declared COVID-19 a
pandemic on March 11th, 2020.

Could his predictions be accurate? Can a virus that I
downplayed its severity a few weeks back actually shut
down the activities of all nations of the world? What
exactly does this virus look like?

How has artificial intelligence contributed to the
management and prevention of the further spread of
the virus? These questions will be addressed briefly in
the subsequent paragraphs.

A pandemic is described as a large-scale outbreak
of infectious disease that can greatly impact
morbidity and mortality over a wide geographic
area and cause significant economic, social, and
political disruption (Madhav, 2017).

 
COVID-19 fits this description. It has spread rapidly
throughout the world, infecting millions and killing
hundreds of thousands since it was first discovered in
WUHAN, China in December 2019 (WHO, 2020).

The virus has created a global economic downturn of a
magnitude that has not been seen since the Great
Depression of the 1930s (United Nations Department of
Economic and Social Affairs [UN DESA], 2020) while also
inducing fear, worry, and panic from the public.

Amid the increasing list of deleterious effects associated
with the pandemic, there has been some positive news. It
has proven again that tough times have a way of unveiling
hidden potentials, sharpening our innovative skills, as we
look for ways, methods & techniques of survival.

As the world continues to make technological advances
amidst this pandemic, the field of robotics is becoming
more popular, as intelligent automation is becoming a vital
part of the industrial structures of most economic sectors,
if not all

Robotics is a term used to refer to the science and
technology of robots: machines that can carry out
tasks. Some robots are controlled by humans, while
others are driven by intelligent algorithms (artificial
intelligence)..

Robotic innovations continually spring up from all corners
of industries - exploring the depths of our oceans and
reaching for the stars in the cosmos.

In parts of Asia, robots have taken up jobs such as
cooking in restaurants. Within our homes, some vacuum
cleaners can memorize the layout of each floor. But the
presence of robots in our lives goes far beyond space
exploration and futuristic vacuums; the field of robotics has
become so integral to the functioning of our society that
many common products and services involve the use of
these machines - agriculture, manufacturing of goods, and
even the delicate field of healthcare practice.

With social distancing measures in place to prevent too
many humans from being in close contact, the importance
of robots has increased even further.
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How Robotic Technologies Have Impacted The Management Of COVID-19

By
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Artificial intelligence (AI), which is also called machine
intelligence, maybe the most compelling concept in robotics. It
has already made huge strides in medicine, as a study from
2019 found that the diagnostic performance of deep learning
(a form of AI) was equivalent to that of healthcare
professionals (X. Liu, 2019).

However, this raises a different question; one that not only
affects the medicine industry. If artificial intelligence continues
to advance, it could revolutionize the workforce and leave
many unemployed.

Where do we draw the line between employment and
automation? The possibilities with robotics are seemingly
endless, and it is important to ensure that we reap its
benefits to make the world a better place, but also remain
aware of its downsides.

Pandemics, while unwanted, are inevitable. Just over a
decade ago, the H1N1 pandemic was making the
headlines. A few years before that, SARS was the main
concern. We are not even past the COVID-19 surge yet.
There is still much to do to save lives and rebuild our
systems that have been ravaged by this scourge. But it is
not too early to start learning, especially with the
possibilities of another pandemic being certain.

Failures in healthcare systems and policy have not helped
the fight against COVID-19, and governments need to start
making the necessary adjustments and improvements so
that we can be as prepared as possible to handle what
comes next. Even if the next big health threat is decades
away, working to improve our existing systems will still
benefit the public. COVID-19 has raised many questions
about how different sectors operate. It is now up to us to
address these questions as we move into the future.

With the rapid advancement of modern-day technology,
robots and artificial intelligence are no longer theoretical
concepts actualized in science fiction, but real inventions
employed in everyday life.

Although people have often raised concerns over job
losses and privacy issues with regards to the
incorporation of robots into society, betwixt a global
epidemic, these risks are largely outweighed by the
potential benefits which robots can bring.

During the 2015 Ebola outbreak, robots made a significant
contribution to three broad areas of disease management:
clinical care, logistics, and surveillance (Yang et al., 2020).

In terms of clinical care, robotic use was engaged in
various ways throughout each stage of the process, from
disease prevention to screening and diagnosis, to patient
care. Within logistics, robots also played an active role in
the handling and transport of contaminated waste. By
synthesizing the data collected during this process, these
robots altogether allow us to closely monitor the

 
In each of these areas, robots proved to be an advantageous
addition to the healthcare system. Each of these advantages
will be further examined as they apply to our present
challenges (and future).

Given the highly contagious nature of COVID-19, the most
effective means of preventing the spread of the infection is to
limit human-to-human interaction. This is where the
advantages of adopting modern-day technology such as
robots and telemedicine come to light.

Whether robots are programmed to perform tasks entirely on
their own or through manual control, the application of these
machines considerably reduces the need for human
personnel to interact directly with those infected, which
consequently reduces the rate at which the infection is
transmitted.

Robots are also found to be effective in screening and testing.
Regardless of the type of test conducted, both testing
processes involve collecting nasopharyngeal or
oropharyngeal specimens—or in simpler terms, nose and
mouth swabs.

The act of swabbing directly exposes the person conducting
the test to the respiratory droplets of the patient, putting them
at a higher risk of contracting the virus. As swabbing is a
relatively mechanical action, robots can instead be employed
to collect samples from patients in an automated process. Not
only would this reduce the chance of infection of the clinical
staff, but it would also free them up to complete other, more
technically complex, tasks required for the testing process.
(Who wouldn't like to have a mechanical robotic arm stick a
swab up into their nostrils?)

Sample collection is followed by handling, transfer, and
laboratory testing, all of which further exposes clinical staff to
the virus. Luckily, the use of laboratory robots for the
transport and delivery of lab samples is already prevalent in
several healthcare facilities across the world. During an
infectious outbreak, these robots can be operated similarly to
deliver medications to infected patients in quarantine, which
once again reduces risks of transmission by allowing hospital
staff to maintain distance.

Even laboratory testing, the final step of the diagnostic
process, can be automated. Given the proficiency of artificial
intelligence nowadays, automated real-time assays can be
integrated with robot-administered swabbing to allow for rapid
in-vivo detection of pathogens.

Another notable challenge of containing an outbreak of this
extent is the inability to conduct tests at a larger scale. A
shortage of available COVID-19 test kits has been a recurring
issue in multiple countries across the world, mainly due to the
diminishing supply of global resources as a result of
increased demand.

To continue reading visit Www.thisiscarecity.com

http://thisiscarecity.com/2021/01/27/robotic-technologies-covid-19/


THE ART OF NURSING - LIFE HAPPENS!THE ART OF NURSING - LIFE HAPPENS!

It was at the peak of the COVID-19 pandemic and on this

day I was assigned to work in the male recovery unit. I

worked together with my other male colleague Sameer – a

lovely Indian colleague who has turned out to be a friend

and brother.

I was still a Newbie in the department- endoscopy

department. I was still learning the rudiments of operation

in the unit. When I experienced the loss of my first patient

The day ran smoothly as all the patients – outpatients and

inpatients who came to the unit were properly recovered

and discharged following the laid out protocol. And the

moment came which marked my very first experience in

the unit.

BY
Chidera Alajemba

This elderly man was categorized under the bleed list. A bleed

list contains patients who are suspected to be bleeding in their

stomachs. And this requires high-level care to be rendered to

this patient during this procedure.

All endoscopic gadgets are deployed for these cases. I received

this patient from the Acute Medical Unit, we went through the

admission checklist and everything was in place. These vital

signs were all within range. I and my colleague took care of this

patient till when he was taken into the procedure room. We gave

our best!

Not too long from when he was taken into the procedure room

the emergency alarm went off. Every health personnel within

the radius of the unit swung into action to the response of the

alarm.

 
 

On arrival in the procedure room, the patient was observed

to have vomited coffee stain secretions from his mouth and

was not quite stable. He is a DNAR patient. DNAR means do

not attempt resuscitation. Maybe some other time I will talk

about it.

He managed to pull through this first phase and the

endoscopist declined to proceed with the operation. He was

returned back to the male recovery room. We properly

recovered him. The Medical Team (MET) were summoned

they certified that he was fit for the procedure after running

some investigation. But that was just the beginning to the

end.

 
 

The patient an elderly man who from his accent is from the

Caribbean. He is indeed elderly he was an inpatient in the

Acute Medical Unit (AMU). We called the unit to bring him into

the department for his procedure.

He was to have a gastroscopy, this is an investigation that

requires an endoscopist passing a camera from your mouth

through your throat into your stomach and up to your

duodenum to ascertain the cause of your symptoms.
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The patient was not even worried as he requested to know when he will be taken back for the procedure. When I was attending

to him he said and I quote "Thank you guys for taking care of me." That was going to be his last word to me.

To cut a long story short, he was taken back to the procedure room and this time the alarm went off again and he did not make

it out of the room alive. It was indeed a day that started smoothly but ended with sadness as I felt terrible to see his family

members grieve with a man who a few minutes ago said "Thank you guys for taking care of me"

Life happens to anyone, anywhere, and at any time!

We just have to hope it happens to us positively!

Care, Care City's newsletter is designed to put in one piece the core
messages of Care City. 

 
Produced monthly, it features an article from Carecode Digital Health
Hub, the monthly episode of INSPIRE - our monthly interview session

with registered nurses who are causing changes with their unique
voices & abilities and featured articles & essays from our blog (with

articles & essays from featured/guest writers).
 

To get in touch with the editor, follow this link. 
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Do you want to be part of Care City's
Editorial team? send us a mail at

carecityng@gmail.com

Inspired to do more

https://wa.me/2348169617506
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